*PLEASE POST*

NEUROBIOLOGY AND ANATOMY RESEARCH IN PROGRESS
REVISED 1/15/13

ANAT 7720-001 Spring 2013. FRIDAY at 12:00 noon in HSEB 4100B

FACULTY MENTORS:

Jan 11: Longhua Guo (Sánchez Lab) Scott/Yost
Jan 18: Judith Neugebauer (Christian Lab) Taha/Fuhrmann
Jan 25: Andrea Schwaeger (Taha Lab) Vetter/Light
Feb 1: Jainmin Zhang (Vetter Lab) Williams/Hartnett
Feb 8: Coni Horndli (Gregg Lab) Saijoh/Moore
Feb 15: CANCELLED – SDB Meeting and Neuroscience Recruitment Day
Feb 22: Marina Venero Galanternik (Piotrowski Lab) Rogers/Condic
March 1: Patrick Gordon (Levine Lab) Scott/Christian
March 8: Drew Haack (Taha Lab) Bosco/Shepherd
March 15: No RIP – Spring Break
March 22: Adam McPherson (Dorsky Lab) Gregg/Yost
Raji Shyam (Christian Lab)
March 29: Raunak Basu (Williams Lab) Dorsky/Ash
April 5: Ali Sharif (Yang Lab)
Wei-Chao Huang (Gregg Lab) Taha/Light
April 12: Andres Romero-Carvajal (Piotrowski) Wachowiak/Carlson
April 19: Mike Economo (Wachowiak Lab) Williams/Moore
Hui Xu (Fu Lab)
April 26: Daniel Epstein (Yurgelun-Todd Lab) Rogers/Douglas
Sarah Elliot
May 3: Hanh Vu (Sánchez Lab) Vetter/Ash

For more information contact:
Sheryl Scott, 412A MREB, 5-5633; sheryl@neuro.utah.edu